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£ SPORT.
■ The BG hockey team
remains confident
despite the weekend
split.

■ The women's soccer
team prepares for the
final games before MAC
playoffs start.
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Bloodmobile visits BGSU this week
□ Students are encouraged to donate blood
to the ARC in the
Union this week.
By CAROLYN STECKEL
The BG News
If dressing as" a drop of blood
is going to help to recruit blood
donors, then the American Red
Cross (ARC) has got it covered.
That droplet of blood will
help drum up some donors
today through Friday. The ARC
will be holding a blood drive in
the Lenhart Grand Ballroom in
the Union.
According to Ann Duffy, a
registered nurse who is helping
at the drive, donating blood is a
good way for students to give

something back to the community
"Blood is an essential and a
very much needed item," Duffy
said.
About 275 bags of blood a day
are needed for the ARC to fulfill
day to day operations, Duffy
said.
She said that college drives
help their supply tremendously.
"We would like to get anywhere from 200 to 250 bags per
day," Duffy said. "Depending
on the day we usually get about
100 to 200 bags per day."
According to Duffy, the University has been fairly successful
in the past.
"The donating process itself is
not that bad," she said. "It takes
about an hour and may cause a
little irritation. It is relatively
pain free."

■ Discovery shuttle
crewmembers arrive at
countdown site.

BG News Photo/JASON SUGGS

■ 8-year-old attempted
murder charges
dismissed.

Students who donate should
feel good about having helped
others, Duffy said.
Laura Waligorski, freshman

music performance major, said
helping people is one of the rea• See BLOOD, page five.

Football scores with general fees
By MIKE WENDLING
The BG News

■ Forecasters are predicting Hurricane Mitch
may be the worst in
Central America in 10
years.
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"A government that
is big enough to give
you all you want, is big
enough to take it all
away."
Barry Goldwater
Oct. 24, 1964 speech

WEBSITE
Look for more dialogue
on the topic of homosexuality on the updated BG News website.
Check it out at:
WWW.

bgnews.com
If you have a news tip or
have an idea for a story,
call anytime and ask to
speak with an editor.

372-6966

In the world of Falcon athletic, football is the 800-ton
gorilla.
The team spends
about 22 percent of the department's budget, while bringing
in 9 percent of total revenue.
The difference is made up
for mainly through studentpaid General Fees, not by
other, profitable sports.
According to University statistic compiled according to
the Equity in Athletics Disclosure Act, a fedeial law requiring school athletic departments to compile key financial
information, the football team
spent $1.7 million in 1996-97.
That figure represents 22.4 percent of the total University athletic budget.
Even though the football
team spends more money than
any other team at BG, they also
make more. The team brings in
9.2 percent of athletic revenues, or about $700,000.
Thus, the Falcon football team
has an operating deficit of just
under $1 million.
Losing money on football
happens more often than not
among Division I athletic programs. According to National
Collegiate Athletic Association
(NCAA) figures, less than 40
percent of the 230 Division —

colleges
with
football teams
Revenue generated
make money on
by football programs
the sport. Divi•As a percentage ot total athletic department revenue.
sion I includes
0)
the biggest and
3
most
wellC 50%
known college
0
42%
sports programs
>
0)
in the country.
Because the
money is pulled
in by a relatively
0
small number of
big-time football
programs, how0%
ever. Division I
football is, overDivision 1
Division l-A
Rre,l
all, a profitable
average
average
enterprise.
In the 1995-96
NCAA Gender Equity Study, 1997, BGSU Athletic Department.
school year, the Source:
average Division .
Today marks the second of a three-part series investiI football team brought in 23
percent of athletic department
gating athletic funding at the University. The first story
revenues (an average of $2.2
million) while accounting for
looked into the break-up of the general fee dollars.
20 percent of total expendiToday, the story looks into the funding of individual
tures ($1.45 million).
Almost as much is spent on
sports. Wednesday the series will end with a story
the Falcon football team as on
examining gender equity.
all other men's sports combined, and $100,000 more is ._, .
. „ , .
are the main athletic moneyspent on the football team than ^l3""^.~ ^ol^1.1. takf*
up
85
scholarships
versus 12 makers.
on all women's teams comfor the basketball team. MAC
"We are dependent on specbined.
Associate professor of soci- (Mid-American Conference) tator sports," Whipple said.
The $700,000 brought in by
ology Tim Jurkovac, who schools don't make much revenue on football."
the
football team in 1996-97
teaches a course on the socioloEd Whipple, dean of stu- was about half of the total revgy of sport, attributed football's costs to the high number dent affairs, said that besides enue generated by all men's
of scholarships needed to sup- student fees, sports such as sports.
The athletic department's
port the team.
basketball and football —
"The biggest cash cow is where ticket sales are signifi- major revenue source is stufootball," he said. "This is cant, and larger crowds pro- dent General Fees, which conreflected in the number of vide a draw for advertisers —
• See ATHLETICS, page six.
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□ Voinovich and
Boyle compete for the
seat in the Ohio
House Senate left
open by John Glenn.

James Liu donates in the blood drive on Monday.

Athletics
□ Part 2: I'm Taking
my football and I'm
going home.

'98
Race for
open house
senate seat

An in-depth look at
■ Tabacco companies
try to boost image in
media buyout plan.

►ELECTION'
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By AMYJOL. BROWN
The BG News
As John Glenn prepares for
his flight into space, he leaves
•behind the seat he held for the
Ohio House Senate. Fighting to
sit in his place are Democrat
Mary Boyle and Republican
Governor George Voinovich.
Boyle is a former member of
the Ohio House of Representatives where she served as
majority whip. She also served
three terms as County Commissoner in Cuyahoga.
Voinovich is currently the
state governor, but before reaching that position he was assistant attorney general for Ohio,
served in the Ohio House of
Representatives, and was lieutanant governor. He was elected
governor in 1990 and re-elected
in 1994.
"Voinovich will make a good
senator because of his experience as governor," said Zachary
Bernardo, University president
of the College Republicans. "He
will be more focused on our
needs. I know that under his
leadership, Ohio has increased
dramatically
funding
for
schools."
Boyle is running her campaign on the idea that much
more needs to be done for education. She wants to expand
grants that students can receive
for college, and she wants to
create lower interest rates for
federal loans.
"Ohio is one of the most
expensive states to go to college
in," she said.
Refuting
Boyle's
claim,
Voinovich said, "We (Ohio)
were 45th in supporting education, and now we're 41st."
Both candidates emphasize
higher education and creating a
better life for low-income families.
While increasing state support for programs that help children and families, Voinovich
kept Ohio's budget at its lowest
rate in 40 years.
Asserting her support of the
family unit, Boyle said if elected
to Senate she would fight for
families rather than businesses.
In addition, Boyle supports
increasing health care and minimum wage. However, she does
feel that the social security system is in no need of any radical
changes, and should therefore
continue operating as is.
The debates over the issues
will continue until next Tuesday
night when the people will
decide what issues are more
important to them.

United Way Penny Drive working for change
J University Ambassadors sponsor many
events to help less fortunate.
By BRANDI BARHITE
BG News
She volunteered at local soup
kitchens, worked with homeless
people and helped low income

families. She said she saw the
difference a penny or a little
donation could make.
"I think whatever anyone can
do, can make a difference. Just
being there and having resources
available helps, " said Sara Bishop, St. Thomas More Church outreach coordinator.
Bishop said she saw the difference donations can make in people's lives when she worked at a
homeless shelter/soup kitchen.

The University is also striving
to make a difference as the United Way Penny Drive kicks into
full gear this Week.
The penny drive sponsored by
the University Ambassadors is a
University wide effort to raise
money for the various dmttJM
United Way supports. The drive
is in the Union Foyer today, Nov.
2 and Nov. 3 10 a.m.- 2 p.m. The
final collection will be Nov. 6 on
the Education building steps.

Shawn Grime, University
Ambassador's community service chair said that besides the
donation table in the Union
foyer, several dorms, sororities
and fraternities, and the Honors
Student Association have set up
areas to collect money.
He also said University
Ambassadors is selling food
donated by Easy Street Cafe
every Monday night at Easy
Street upstairs. He said they plan

to continue to sell chicken wings
throughout the football season to
raise money for United Way.
United Way raises money for
69 agencies. They depend upon
the donations collected during
their annual drive to provide a
variety of services for northwest
Ohio.
Grime said the University
Ambassadors has set a goal to
i See UNITED, page five.
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Opinion Editor
Natalie Miller
372-2604

Donate a pint of blood, help others
The blood warmed me. 1 felt it
beating in my veins. . . I felt strong
beyond all imagining." The Vampire U-stat by Anne Rice
I love vampires. Maybe that's
why blood fascinates me. Maybe
that's why rich. deep, dark red is
my favorite color. But that's not
the point of this column, as timely
as it would be with Halloween
approaching and all. Well, that's a
half-truth: blood, not vampires, is
my point. The Red Cross Bloodmobile is on campus this week.
Monday through Thursday. 11 -5.
in the Lcnhart Grand Ballroom in
the Student Union.
I have had a tendency to condemn people who have never
donated blood before, never even
tried. I want to grab their shoulders and shake them and scream.
"Wimps' What s wrong with you?!
Do you think I like needles?" (I
don't, by the way. They make me
very nervous). And I know that
there are people who can't donate.
My dad can't. My sister hasn't
donated for a while because she's
an athlete, and you're not supposed to do any heavy lifting or
exercise for a few days afterwards.
I know some people who don't
weigh 110 pounds (the minimum
uimill you have to be to donate!
My best friend had a cold the first

time she wanted to donate and
they told her to come back and try
again in a week or so when she
was better.
I remember my first time donating blood; I was a junior in high
school and I was so scared. The
bloodmobile was at my high
school. Kids used to donate to
miss a class or two. and sometimes
there were kids who'd give right
away in the morning, and then say
they didn't feel well afterwards so
that they could go home. It was so
crowded, so warm in the gym. and
I felt it acutely because I kept getting more nervous. I felt like the
biggest wimp afterwards, because
it had only pinched. I mean, I've
had worse pain inflicted on me
from really minor fights with my

Stater And even though I felt like
such a wimp after that first time,
that didn't stop me from bringing a
stuffed animal (Aladdin s monkey
Abu. I think it was) with me the
next year.
Now. nine pints later. I don't need
stuffed animals and I can almost
watch them put the needle in.
(Almost). I've had people tell me
that the finger prick for the hemoglobin test is the worst part, and
I've had people tell me that the
anticipation is what's nerve-wracking for the amateurs. I'll agree
with the anticipation thing, but I
kind of like the finger prick (I
know. I'm a very weird person).
But the volunteers at the blood
drives that I've been to were all
wonderful. They'll stand there and
talk to you and keep your mind off
of what's going on: they'll even
hold your hand and sing Christ
mas carols with you even though
it s. not Halloween yet. I've had
nurses that could put a needle in
without feeling a thing. And I've
had my bad experiences. I can't lie
and say that 1 haven't. But it's
never stopped me from going back.
Did you know that up to four
people i mi benefit from one blood
donation? That's only one pint of
blood. Donated blood is used to
help accident victims, hemophili-

'True Collegiates

acs, people undergoing major
surgeries, et cetera. The Red
Cross conducts eight tests for
infectious diseases, including
AIDS, hepatitis, syphilis and
leukemia. All blood donation needles are sterile and thrown away
alter they're used.
If you don't go donate, whatever
your reason (and I trust it's a legit
one). I don't want you to feel bad or
defensive. That's not what I'm
going for. But I've gone to the
bloodmobiles at the end of the
week to donate before, and their
turnouts haven't been all that
great I mean, a campus doesn't
even get one-tenth of its students
willing to donatel I think it's sad
that people miss this opportunity
to do something for other people.
And if you choose not to donate,
you miss a rare opportunity to let
yourself feel good about something
you did. like
helping to save the life of a little
girl or a parent of three little boys.
Happy Halloween, all! Hope you
found some great costumes!
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A hands on approach to understanding homosexuality

vVh.it,\ er

\«uv. however, I find myself
|in the most compromising of circumstances. I have realized in
the p.ist few years that myself
and those like me have become
the must contemptible members
We are the lowest of
the low vVe .lie shunned by our
families, rejected by our onetime friends 1 >ften nines we t.» e
harsh criticism from our own
Kind.
If you hue not guessed what
thai in,ikes me so bad, 1 supi -IUHIICI enlighten you. I am
John Haynik I am a white, midhnsti.in, heterosexuJilj cjprjservative, non-disabled,
cd in !*ed m
Ha^Htf introduced myself, I
will now introduce you to a

problem that has plagued me
over the past few days. As most
of you are aware, there has been
a raging debate in the recent past
about a certain topic: homosexuality
I must admit that in the past I
have not been the most sympathetic person where the plight of
the American Homosexual is
concerned. It could even be said
that I was homophobic. That is
not to say that I was afraid of
homosexuals or homosexuality
as the word might imply. However, as the word has come to
mean a person that does not
approve of homosexuality, I fit
the hill
Being the contemplative soul
that I am, I have in the last few
days taken to the habit of meditating on a solution to the "problem" of homosexuality in our
society Alter days of introspection, I have come up with a solution which I will, using this
forum, propose to you with the
utmost modesty.
I believe that the reason people such as myself are so intolerant of homosexuality is that we
simply do not understand it.

Therefore, the university could
institute a few programs that
would facilitate better understanding between homosexuals
and students such as myself:
1) Campus Cunnilingus Day.
On this day, all females, both
straight and homosexual, would
be encouraged to find another
female with which they are comfortable and perform oral sex on
that person
2) Fellatio for Friends Day. On
this day, male students, both
homo- and heterosexual, could
Sather a friend or two and then
>ey could perform oral sex on
each other.
3) Toys for Tenants Day. The
Hall staffs for the various dorms
could distribute sex toys to their
residents and instruct them in
their use on other people. Residents would then be encouraged
to form groups of the same sex
and practice their newfound
skills with their sex toys.
4) Sodomy for Students Day.
(>n this day, students would be
encouraged to find a member of
the same sex and practice any
sexual act that is, by definition,
sodomy.
All of these programs and
more could be usefuffor people
in my situation. Homosexuals
must realize that people in my
position are not just cruel haters.
We just do not understand.
These programs would facilitate
our better understanding of
those people that we shun.
Furthermore, I think it would
be a great thing for the University as a whole if these programs

Beth Coning
Freshman
Mid-Childhood
Education
"Yes. I thought it
would be fun. and
It's for a good
cause." '

Nicky Metzger
Freshman
Athletic Training
"Yes. because I
can save up to
tour lives."
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Before 1 proceed with writing
this proposal, I feel compelled to
MV lh.it my views in no way
reflect those of any group or
organization that I may belong
to. I am not writing this as an
employee of any business. My
do not represent that of
religious, political or social
■group that 1 may or may not
■belong to I leaven knows that I
■would never want another per>son to have to live with the conences that my words may
•have
Often times I find that it is difnailt for .1 person such as myself
■to find his place in society. In the
^past this question would not
nave been difficult. I could have
anything: a doctor, a
lawyer an .i-.ti.in.mt, an accountant.

Megan
Vansteenkiste
Freshman
Public Relations
"No, I'm afraid I'll
pass out, and I'm
too small."

Comments, suggestion, etc.
may be directed to Jlohrb@bgnel.
bgsu. edu
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Have you ever donated blood before?
Why or why not?
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PEOPLE ON THE
STREET

were made mandatory. That way
our students would be assured
of a diverse experience. The University would finally hilfill its
goal of forcing diversity on the
students. By use of these mandatory programs we could all be a
little more politically correct, and
apparently that is what we all
relay want. Isn't it?
On the other hand, there is
another solution. We could just
allow people to have their own
opinions and not be hypocritical
and attack them for their unique
ideas. It was not too long ago
that homosexuality was a unique
idea that was attacked by the
majority. Now that being openly
opposed to homosexuality is a
marginalized idea, it has become
shunned. If those of us that an?,
by our mere being, politically
incorrect continue to be pushed
to the side, one can only expect
for us to push back.
After all, we were born this
way.
John Haynik is a Guest Columnist. He can be reached at
jltaiinik@bgnel.bgsu.edu.
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Micheal Wilier
Freshman
Elementary Ed.
"I'd tried to but i
wasn't able to
because I passed
out."

Bryan Patton
Freshman
Secondary Ed.
"No. because I
don't trust doctors."
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has a ghost on campus, "Aman
mda
the Ghost" haunts the Chi Omega house.

•To candy corn and apple
cider.
•To this beautiful weather.
•To Kent states defensethanks for the yardage.
•To anybody kind enough
to send
Halloween
care packages.
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United Way Penny Drive (10 a.m.
- 2 p.m.)
Union Foyer. Sponsored by University Ambassadors.

-1

Economics Club Fundraiser (10
a.m. - 2 p.m.)
Education Building. The Economics Club will be holding a sale of
winter clothing, such as gloves and
sweaters.

1

I

■#

r

■

BGSU Blood Drive (11 a.m. - 5
p.m.)
Lenhart Grand Ballroom, Student
Union. Just one hour out of your
day can save somebody's life. The
American Red Cross asks that you
please donate during the blood
drive. Walk-ins are welcome, but
scheduled
appointments help
ensure prompt service. To schedule
an appointment please call 1-800GIVE LIFE, ext. 132.

SWVKM IOC

•POT the unrers, look on
th* web: www.bfnpwa.com
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Kappa Phi Fundraiser (10 a.m. - 4
p.m.)
Union Foyer. Cookies will be sold
for $.50 each for a later delivery
date.
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MS Word '97 Intermediate (9 a.m. 4 p.m.)
Arrowhead Park, Maumee. Leam
special techniques on Word to make
your documents stand out. Fee $99.
For more information or to register,
call CTC Customer Service at
419/372-8181
or
e-mail
carl@bgnet.bgsu.edu.

1
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ent took at The Untt-er
uty, VKr at The BG
New consider it an offbeat page where me try
to offer mmething for

additive
Similar to
Lhasa __
there, done
that
Illuminated
Buddhist Thai

1-4 p.m. Call 372-8086 for more
information.

Last day to withdraw pass (8 a.m.
- 5 p.m.)
Office of Registration and Records.

1
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"Upcoming Events" la a MTVICC to our readers borrowed daily via She
University web page. The calendar or event* on the web page baa a more
complete lifting of events and can be accessed through "wsrw.bgsu.edu."

Tuesday, 10/27/98

■
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Yearbook Distribution (1 - 4 p.m.)
28 West Hall. Anyone who preordered a 1998 Key or would like to
purchase one now can stop by 28
West Hall (basement.) Mon. -Thur.,

everybody. Opinions
expressed herein are
solely those of our etaff.
Have a nice day.

K$MBE

Women's Soccer at Detroit (3:30
p.m.)
Detroit, Mich.
Basic Yoga (6 - 7:30 p.m.)
Offenhauer W, Rm 1104 A&B.
Relax, improve flexibility and
strengthen muscles with Hatha
yoga techniques. Class meets
through December 1. Fee. For more
information or to register, call Continuing Education, International &
Summer Programs at 419/372-8181.
Student Jazz Combos (8 p.m.)
Bryan Recital Hall, Moore Musical
Arts Center.
In Search of Planets with Life (8
p.m.
Planetarium. $1 donation suggested.
Cup of Culture (8 - 9 p.m.)
Off-Campus Student Center,
Moseley Hall. This week of Cup of
Culture presents culture from Nigeria. Speaker Val Ononye from Nigeria will share Nigeria culture with
everyone. Please join us. Snacks
and beverages provided. Sponsored by World Student Association.
Black Student Union Meeting (9
p.m.)
Ill Business Administration. ALL
active members must attend! New
members are always welcomed.
Student Council for Exceptional
Children (SCEC) meeting (9 p.m.)
115 Education Bldg.. Deborah
Pirolli, the Staff Development Coordinator for the NW Ohio Special
Education Regional Resource Center (SERRC), and BGSU alumna,
will discuss services SCERRCs offer
special ed. teachers.

Wednesday, 10/28/98
MS Windows' 98/'95 - Intermediate (9 a.m. - 4 p.m.)
Institute for Great Lakes Research,
Perrysburg. Leam ways to organize
and customize your desktop settings. Class meets again on October
28. Fee $99. For more information
or to register, call CTC Customer
Service at 419/372.8181 or e-mail
carl@bgnet.bgsu.edu.
What Is It Like to be a Member of
a Religious Minority in America?
(10 a,m. - Noon)
Pallister Conference Room, Jerome
Library. This program presents several members of religious minorities relating their personal past and
current experiences. A brief personal overview of the religious doctrines, philosophy, and practices
will be given, as well as how they
are impacted by diversity and discord. Part of the Issues in Cultural
Diversity series: "All in the Name of
Religion: Diversity and Discord."
Sponsored by the Libraries and
Learning Resources Multicultural
Affairs Committee.
Dance Marathon 1999 Kick-Off (10
a.m.)
Education Bldg. steps. Dance
Marathon 1999 is 150 days away
from the Kick-Off! We are giving
150% to raise over $150,000.00 for
the kids. Shirts on sale.
Sexual Harassment Workshops
110:30 a.m. - Noon)
1 College Park. These workshops
aim to provide essential information on the University's efforts to
create a learning and work environment free from sexual harassment.
Participants will leam the Univesity's policy and complaint procedures and acquire skills in identifying inappropriate behavior.
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•To teachers who assign
work due the same day.
•To crazed bikers.
•To brain atrophy.
•To leaf collecting crews they don't leave any
leaves to
vf
shuffle through
on the way to
class.
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■ DEATHS SMJBMSBaBBaSSBBSBBaSBSBSSSHBBSSBS
3 killed in apparent homicide-suicide
SIDNEY, Ohio (AP) — Three people were shot and killed Monday
in what police called an apparent double homicide-suicide.
Police identified the victims as Henry Wilson, 61, Marjorie Wilson,
57, and Patrick Barber, 45, all of Sidney. They were shot in a house on
the west side of the city about 35 miles north of Dayton.
Police Chief Steven Wearly said a person inside the home called
police at 4:04 a.m. and reported a shooting. Police recovered a
revolver.
Wearly said investigators had not determined who shot whom or
a motive.
He said the Wilf ons had been divorced for several years, and Ms.
Wilson was living in the home with Barber. Henry Wilson lived a few
blocks from the home.

B POISONING BBSBWSBBMSSBBBBSBaiBmSBMBBBBH
Great-grandmother poisoned by 8 year-old
COLUMBUS, Ohio (AP) — Charges were dismissed Monday
against an 8-year-old girl accused of trying to kill her great-grandmother by poisoning the woman's soft drink.
Franklin County juvenile Court Judge Yvette McGee Brown said
psychiatrists had concluded Karen Martocchio of Columbus was not
competent to stand trial and could not adequately assist in her
defense because of her age.
"She doesn't understand the nature of the charges or the seriousness of them," she said.
The girl was charged in February with a delinquency charge of
attempted murder. A delinquency count of felonious assault was later
added.
Police said the girl and her great-grandmother, Virginia Dozier,
did not get along.
Ms. Dozier was hospitalized but later released after drinking a
glass of Mountain Dew that authorities say contained wintergreen
oU.
Ms. Dozier was watching television at their home Feb. 18 when
Karen brought her the drink, police said.
Wintergreen oil is commonly used in small amounts as flavoring
in foods. It is primarily made of methyl salicylate, which is highly
poisonous.

at launch site

Glenn

□ John Glenn will
return to space Thursday.
The Associated Press
CAPE CANAVERAL, Fla. —
John Glenn, Payload Specialist
No. 2, arrived for his launch
countdown Monday — about an
hour late because of airplane
problems that left one crewmate
temporarily stranded across the
state.
He and his six fellow astronauts left Houston earlier in the
day in five T-38 training jets and
stopped for refueling at Tyndall
Air Force Base in the Florida
Panhandle. A battery problem
with one of the jets left astronaut
Scott Parazynski waiting for a lift
at Tyndall.
The rest of the crew took off
for Kennedy Space Center and a
televised gala welcome without
him.
At the Cape, Commander
Curtis Brown Jr. thanked the
crowd of about 150 reporters for
waiting and then invited each
astronaut to make brief remarks.
When Glenn's turn came, he
introduced himself as "PS2 on
this flight," a reference to his
position as the bottom man on
Discovery's crew, and said he
was "very glad to be here."
"One word on this whole
thing," said the 77-year-old
Glenn from New Concord, Ohio.
"I have been pleasantly surprised at the outpouring of interest in this flight, and it's really

Associated Press Photo
Ohio Senator, John Glenn puts on his oxygen mask in the cockpit of a NASA jet as he prepares
to take off for Cape Canaveral from Houston's Ellington Field on Monday.
gratifying to see people get so was over, Glenn strode straight lems,'" Cohen said. "To the crew,
fired up about the space program to his wife, Annie, and hugged let me say: Godspeed, Discovery."
her hard.
again."
Glenn, who was the first
Glenn will be the oldest perIt is Glenn's participation in
Thursday's launch that has creat- American to orbit the Earth back son in space by 16 years when
ed a level of media attention not in 1962, was given a sendoff from Discovery takes off. Story Musseen at the Cape in more than a Houston along with his crew- grave, who is no longer an astrodecade. About 3,500 journalists mates by Defense Secretary naut, was 61 when he last flew
two years ago.
have been accredited for the William Cohen.
Altogether, 83 experiments are
"We can say with confidence,
launch.
As soon as the photo session 'Houston, we have no prob- planned for the nine-day flight.

Tobacco companies try to boost image through media

DISBANDED I
No case after fraternity disbanded itself
BOSTON (AP) — The manslaughter case against an MIT fraternity in the drinking death of a freshman effectively ended Monday
because the frat has disbanded and there is no one to answer the
charges.
Last month, prosecutors took the extraordinary step of bringing
manslaughter charges against Phi Gamma Delta — the organization,
not its members — in the case of 18-year-old Scott Krueger, who
drank himself into a coma at a party and died.
Since no individual members were named in the indictment, the
case quickly unraveled when the fraternity disbanded.
On Monday, the Superior Court magistrate who had issued a warrant against Phi Gamma Delta filed it away in case the fraternity tries
to reorganize at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology.
Pamela Wechsler, assistant district attorney, conceded the case is
over for now but said it wasn't all for naught: The charges drove the
fraternity off campus and prompted MIT to change its alcohol and
disciplinary policies.
"A lot of things have happened as a result of the investigation and
indictment," she said.

□ Philip Morris discussed buying media
outlet to boost tobacco's image.
The Associated Press

ST. PAUL, Minn.
The
nation's largest cigarette maker
considered buying a media outlet such as Knight Ridder or
United Press International to
influence tobacco policy, a document shows.
The proposal is in a document
found among 33 million pages of
private tobacco company papers
released during Minnesota's
lawsuit against tobacco companies. It was publicized today by

the organizers of the National
Conference on Tobacco and
Health, an event bringing
together various groups favoring
stronger tobacco regulation.
Minnesota's lawsuit was settled May 8 for $6.6 billion as the
stale and Blue Cross and Blue
Shield of Minnesota were about
to present their closing argument.
The March 20, 1990, internal
document produced by Philip
Morris was titled "Top Secret
Operation Rainmaker."
The author, who was not identified, posed the question, "What
are we trying to accomplish?"
then answers, "Prevent further
deterioration of overall social,

legislative and regulatory climate, and ultimately actually
improve the climate for the marketing and use of tobacco products."
The memo says if Philip Morris is to influence public policy
and public information about
tobacco products, "we must be
part of it. The only way to do this
is to own a major media outlet. If
we are not willing to take this
step, then we are not serious
about really wanting to change
the atmosphere."
Philip Morris spokeswoman
Peggy Roberts referred to the
document as "some stray piece
of paper" and noted that it had
never been implemented.

"There's no way to tell who
wrote this, what it was written
for, whether it was a joke or
what," Roberts said. "Anybody
would love to own AP (The
Associated Press), but if I suggested such a thing I'd be
laughed right out of this building ."
The author also suggested the
need to have a science publication such as Omni so the company could control scientific issues
surrounding tobacco.
"It is important to remember
that the AARP has the largest
magazine in the United States,"
the memo said.

Check out exclusive news on We BO Mews Web
Site at <www.bgnews.com>

The 1998 Key Yearbook
Has Arrived!!!
If you preordered a book,
or would like to buy one
stop by the yearbook office.
28 West Hall

Meal Dial!
6 oz. Chopped Steakburger
Includes choice of potato, $ 2 00
dessert bar and beverage J*JJ

Hours: Mon-Thurs. 1-4
or call 372-8086
STEAK & SEAFOOD

i-> 11 E.Wooster (Across from the Stadium)

i
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BLOOD

UNITED

Continued from page one.

sons she donates blood.
"I was surprised to see how
much security they (ARC) have,"
Waligorski said.
"They check
the identities of the donors and
they follow procedures closely."
According to Duffy, the blood
can be divided into four different
part! and can be used in a number of ways.
The red blood cells are used to
aid trauma victims, she said. The
platelets are the part of the blood
that helps clotting and are given
primarily to leukemia patients.
In addition, the plasma contains protein, vitamins and minerals that are used to fight disease and is used to aid burn and
shock victims, Duffy said. She
said the cryoprecipitate is also
used in clotting and is given to
hemophilia patients.

According to Duffy, in addition to registered nurses and
medical assistants helping in the
blood drive, students are also
taking part.
Vicki Cramer, freshman education major, and Emilie Carles,
freshman social work major, are
both volunteering by transporting the blood and escorting
patients to the cantina, an area
where donors are given food and
liquid to boost their energy.
Both Cramer and Carles are
using the experience to gain service hours for Kappa Phi and the
4-H club.
"I wanted to volunteer
because I thought it would be
fun," Cramer said. "I'm planning
on donating blood today."

READ THE BG NEWS DAILY
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-20c Wings on Tuesdays
-Our Wings are Better
-Hours 11am-2:30am
Everyday
(Serve food until 1:30am)
1720 E. Wooster St.
CHICKEN'
419-354-2000

will

Continued from page one.

raise $1000 this year. They raised
$800 last year.
The response has been decent,
but a lot of students will just
walk by the donation table
Grime said. He said more students seem to participate
through the organizations they
are affiliated with.
Paul Pawlaczyk, University
Ambassador advisor said students and faculty need to realize
that a small donation can make a
big difference when everyone
works together.
Pawlaczyk said if each organization raises $20 the $1000 goal

be

met.

He

said

the

Society of Newspaper Design

fundraising efforts are going
pretty well, especially at Easy
Street Cafe.
"A little penny and nickel can
put clothes on a child's back and
educate a battered woman,"
Pawlaczyk said.
He also said this is a easy way
for students and faculty to
donate to a good cause because
everyone always has change.
"This is a good cause to
donate to. Everyone always has
change in their pocket collecting
dust," Pawlaczyk said. "It is a
small gesture that can go a long
way."

Informational meeting:
WHEN: Wednesday, Oct. 28,1998
TIME: 6 p.m.
WHERE: 201 West Hall
This is a new organization that is developed for all majors. It offers a lots of benefits.
FREE PIZZA!!

Attention Athletes/Body Builders
■ ^A» about our (200 p* room savrat'W ■
Americas

BEST

Packages

If we don'l have it, you don't need it!

Creatine-1000 g only $55.00
Andro-6 only $52.00

CANCUN MAZATLAN
SOUTH PADRE ISLAND

*i- htW guaranteed lowest prices on Met-Rx. EAS,
Designer Prolein, Knergy bars, foods, and drinks.
Workout Apparel & much more!

k.Q ^JCAMFUB REPS WANTED!
fc jot*-VKARN FREE TRIPS * CASH I

1-800-SURFS-UP

"I'M COMMITTED TO
WORKING FOR

www.srudenrexpress.com .
Siet's Power Source
Vitamin Outlets

JAMAICA
1-800-787-3787

Best prices & Parties
HEGBIl or M0NTE60 BAT*

www stuaentexpress.com

Perrysburg

I

YOU AND

E. So. Boundary
x Siet's

Penvsburg Fort Meigs Plaza
148 K Souih Boundary (Ned 10 Alieraiinn's Express)

BGSU

872-0099

OUR COMMUNITY."
Phone/Fax (419) 837-5259
EMaih CSCarpenttAOL.Com
Frat Inbkr. Iwm, 141 wni OffcTk. F«in>«|. OH 4HSJ

HAPPY HALLOWEEN HAVOC

WCW FANS

Total Sport Source
1045 Main St. -Next to Marco's 353-3411
T-SHIRT SPECIAL $17.95
Various Goldberg T's
NWO Wolfpack T's
Stone Cold Steve Austin T's
'"Receive a Free Goldberg or Stone Cold poster
with a purchase of a T.

Much more to meet your needs!

Biggest halloween '
DM rv in 1?G

C.iisli arid prices lor
best cosruinc

INDUSTRIE NIGhT
$1.50 & $1.75 PITCbQRS $1.00 WQIX PRINKS
& 9hOT<3

I
s

tRNCQ INSTRUCTOR 9-iopm

$1.50 & $1.75 prrcheRs $1.00 weu, DRINKS
& ShOTS

mSm

;1

8

$1.00 poMegnric BOTTI^S
wesii PRINKJ3
o-cjpm
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I

Check Out Our Website
www.gargoylesnightclub.com
#
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Hurricane Mitch quickly swirls into Honduras
□ Forcasters are predicting the hurricane
may be the worst in
Central America in 10
years.
The Associated Press
LA CEIBA, Honduras — People fled their coastal homes and
the Honduran government sent
air force planes to pluck residents off remote Caribbean
islands Monday in the face of the
most powerful hurricane in a
decade to threaten Central
America.
Hurricane Mitch became a
Category 5 hurricane — the
strongest category there is — on
Monday with winds of 180 mph.
At 7 p.m. EST, Mitch's center was
over Honduras' Swan Island and
was moving northwest at 8 mph.
"Mitch is expected to remain a
very dangerous hurricane capable of causing catastrophic damage," the U.S. National Weather
Service said in a statement from
its National Hurricane Center in
Miami.
Hurricane Mitch posed no
immediate threat to the United
States. The storm was expected
to remain in the northwest
Caribbean for the next five days,
the center said.
Jerry Jarreil, the center's director, said Mitch was the strongest
hurricane to strike the Caribbean
since Gilbert in 1988. Gilbert
killed more than 300 people and
ravaged Mexico, Jamaica, Haiti
and the Dominican Republic
when it blasted across the westem Caribbean and part of the
Gulf of Mexico, including the
Florida Keys, the Florida Straits
and Cuba.
The government of Belize
closed schools Monday and sent

its employees who work along
the coast home early to prepare
for the storm. Mexico mobilized
troops and emergency workers
on the Caribbean coast of the
Yucatan peninsula.
Honduran President Carlos
Flores Facusse declared a state of
alert and told coastal residents to
leave their homes for safer
ground farther inland.
"Where can 1 go if I leave my
house? The government hasn't
opened a single shelter," asked
Pedro Martinez, an electrician in
the city of San Pedro Sula, 100
miles north of the Honduran
capital Tegucigalpa.
Authorities in San Pedro Sula
said they might set up shelters in
public schools.
In La Ceiba, on Honduras'
western coast, people stood in
long lines at filling stations to
buy gasoline under a steady rain.
Maria Gonzalez said she
needed the gas to cook with in
case her firewood gets wet.
"I have six children, and we
live in a riverbed," she said. "If it
gets real bad, we'll go to the
church and see what the architect
of the world has in store for us."
Associated Press Photo
The president ordered all air
force planes and helicopters to
evacuate people from the Bay
islands, a string of small islands
off the central coast.
Swinwick Jackson, a fisherman on one of the islands, said
he had tied up his boats and was
planning to take his family to
stay with a relative on higher
ground. Speaking by telephone
from Utila, 20 miles north of La
Ceiba, he said most tourists had
left the island Sunday but that
some were stranded and that
hotels were moving them to
houses in the mountains.
"Mitch is closing in, and God

A child walks in a flooded street in La Ceiba, on the north central coast of Honduras as Hurricane Mitch, the most powerful huricane in a decade to threaten Central America, moved toward the area, Monday.
help us in the coming hours,"
said Utila Mayor Monterrey Cardenas.

resident Nolly Soliman.

Tuesday.

Police spokesman Ivan Mejia
said three rivers — the Coco,
Segovia and Cruta — all overflowed their banks Monday
along the eastern Honduran
coast.

Before bearing down on Honduras, Mitch swept past Jamaica
and the Cayman Islands. Rain
squalls flooded streets in the
Jamaican capital, Kingston, and
government offices and schools
closed in the Caymans, a British
colony of 28,000 people.

Forecasters said they don't
expect Mitch to be a Category 5
hurricane by the time it makes
landfall.

In El Progreso, 100 miles north
of Tegucigalpa, the army evacuated more than 5,000 people
from low-lying banana plantations along the Ulua River, said

Heavy rains began to fall
along the Honduran coast Sunday night, and the hurricane's
outer winds were expected to
lash the area on Monday and

ball athletes.

a backlash."
Despite the measures already

"We do forecast it to decrease
in strength over the next 72
hours," said Jeremy Pennington
a meteorologist at the National
Hurricane Center.
That didn't stop Flores
Facusse from ordering the closure of all public offices on the

Caribbean coast by noon Monday. He also closed all schools
there.

"We're ready for whatever situation occurs," said Vice President Billy Handal. "I ask God to
be benevolent with Hondurans."
The strongest hurricane to hit
Honduras in recent memory was
Fifi, which ravaged Honduras in
1974 and killed at least 2,000 people.

ATHLETICS^
Continued from page one.

tribute $5 million to the total
University athletic budget of just
over $8 million.
The large amount of funds
needed to support the football
team presents particular problems because of Title IX, a federal law which provides for gender
equity in education and athletic
programs.
One indicator of compliance
with Title IX is proportion of
male athletes to female athletes.
Bob Holmes, assistant professor of law and a member of the
Intercollegiate Athletics Committee, an advisory panel to athletics director Ron Zwierlein,
noted that when compiling statistics, football teams will always
boost the number of male ath-

letes, and thus put universities
out of compliance with Title IX.
"The statistical analysis used
is creating problems," Holmes
said. "As long as there is a football program the numbers are
totally out of whack."
Holmes advocates a different
method of determining compliance, such as comparing the percentage high school athletes who
are female to the percentage of
college athletes who are female.
He also suggested adding a
women's football team as a possible solution to Title IX compliance.
Nancy Spencer, an assistant
professor of human movement,
sports and leisure studies, said
that some schools are adding
women's crew teams to balance
the large numbers of male foot-

At BGSU, women's soccer
was added as a varsity sport last
year, and in the Equity in Athletics report, the athletic department cited this as one of several
ways it is pursuing Title IX compliance.
Title IX has not only put pressure on universities to add
women's sports, but has also
affected men's sports as well.
"The focus is on keeping football programs intact...so schools
are either eliminating other male
sports or not complying." Jurkovac said. "Male nonrevenue programs are being cut, even if they
are successful."
"The only real solution for
Title IX compliance is to cut
men's programs," Holmes said.
"That's not acceptable. It creates

POLICE BLOTTER
Today's city police blotter includes items from the Saturday and
Sunday.
the 100 Mock of W Wooster St, Saturday

urday

In the 300 block of Palmer St, a suspicious
vehicle was seen in a parking lot wilh its lights
on. Saturday

An accidental 911 call WAS placed when
children were playing with the phone, in the
1000 Mock of Carol Rd, Saturday

A bicycle was found, m the 400 Mock of
Qough St. Saturday

There was an unwanted guest, in the 1600
Mock of E Wooster St. Saturday

On E Wooster and N Prospect St. William
K Hobs, of Rocky River, was tiled for disorderly conduct. Saturday

A woman found a set of keys, n the comer
of N. Prospect and Pike St, Saturday

A woman failed to pay (or gas, in the 1500
Mock of E Wooster St, Saturday

In the 100 block of K Court St, a man was
highl> intoxicated so his fnend look him home,
Saturday

On S College and dough St. Rodney L
Canterbury was nled for driving under suspension. Saturday

On E Wooster St and Thurstin Ave. someone lost a tire and a wheel. Saturday

On E Wooster and Stair St, William F.
Dmzt III. of Strongsville. WM tiled for failure
to yield row and * DUI. Saturday
In the 300 block of N Main St, a man and
a woman were involved m a lamilv dispute.
Saturday

On Ridge and N Prospect St. a group of
males were standing around talking and they
were not engaging in criminal mtsch-ief. Satur-

an the 200 Mock of N Enterprise St, a man
was playing Frank Sinatra loudly and was
advised lo turn the music down. Saturday.
A man reported the tale of maniuana in ihe
1700block of E Wooster Si. Saturday
A man reported his vehicle was vandalised, in the 10110 Mock of N Main St, Saturday
SSLjnan repfled being awakened by three
n*r*wji
walking, in thr WO block of Parker St.

males were advi-i-ed to lower (heir
in the 100 block of W Waxier St. Sat-

TWD

urday
A man reported someone climbed onto has
balcony and threw off his chairs and gnll, in

K

i.

A man reported loud mustc. in the 100
Mock of W Wooster St. Saturday
In the 600 block of N Summit St, reported
several IDs and cards belonging to a female
were found in someone's vard, Saturday
A hit skip occurred, in the 1000 Mock of N
Mam St. Saturday
A non-intury traffic accident occurred, in
the 400 Mock of E Wooster St, Saturday
On Fourth and S College St. Amanda S
ROM, of Utah, was cited for speed Saturday
On High and Scott Hamilton St, drum*
were heard nearby. Saturday
In the 200 Mock of S College St, Amy )
Bntten. of Perryaburg, was cited for speed. Saturday
In the 800 Mock of Van Camp Rd , a man
reported being assaulted by his girlfriend, Sat-

struggling to comply with Title
IX.
Last June, National Women's
Law Center filed a complaint
with the Department of Educa-

are in violation of Title IX.
Tod McCloskey contributed to
this report.

'As a percentage of total athletic department expenditures.

4) 50%

a

X
0)

tion, placing BGSU on its list of

25%

£
0%

_■_!_.
BGSU

Tomorrow: Title IX — Is the

Division I
average

Division l-A
average

University in compliance with
Source: NCAA Gender Equity Study, 1997, BGSU Athletic Department.
federal law?

POLICY for the police blotter: The News will run, without exception, alt
citations issued by the city and campus police departments. Complaints from residents or students concerning a police matter will not be identified by name. Any
questions, please call the editor at 372-6966.
In the 500 Mock of F Merry Si. C nnstopher
A Ittkffc of Deshler, was cited lor underage
possrssion, Saturday
In the 500 block of F Merry St. Stephanie
A Rhodes, of Perrysburg, was cited for disorderly conduct, Saturday
di the 500 Mock of F Merry St. Timothy T
Bush, of Olmsted Falls, was cited for disorderly conduct and Daniel 1. Kalo. of Fremont, was
cited for underage possession. Saturday
In the W0 Mock of Sixth St. Steven T Knippen. of Jennings, was cited lor underage possession, Saturday

In the 900 block Of N Main St, a taxi company reported a man is going around dnving
an old taxi and picking up their fares. Saturday

In the W0 Mock of Seventh St, Roman |
Youngpeter, of Delphos, was cited lor underage
possession, Sunday.

In the 10 Mock of Darlyn Dr. residents
complained of a party, speeding, and filthy language going on nearby. Saturday

In the 1700 Mock of F Wooster St, Michael
C linke, of l.ibsonburg, was cited for disorderly conduct and underage possesMon, Sunday

By request of an apartment complex management, all parties were shut down, in the 500
block of Ridge St, Saturday

o
w
c

25 universities nationwide that

A woman reported, in the W0 block of lackson St. seeing a car full of kids. Saturday

In the 1000 block of Fairview Ave . Norman
K i.nmm Jr was cited for underage possesston. Saturday

Expenses of
football programs

taken, the University is still

Two people were observed trying to pump
gas at a gas station which was closed, in thr TOO
block of S Main St, Sunday
In the 500 block of E. Merry St. Gina S
Hoover, ol Wauseon. was cited for open container and underage possession, Sunday

In the 500 Mock of E Merry St. an apartment complex management requested that all
parries be shut down, Saturday

Kids were seen smashing pumpkins, m the
200 block of Dill Ave, Sunday

In the 500 block of N Summit St, David M
Case, of Norwalk. was cited for disorderly conduct. Saturday

On E Reed St and Thursbn Ave, Michael
P Stape was cited for littering and Kelly A
(•rubola was cited for underage possession.

Sunday

E Wooster St. Sunday

A female at the hospital slated she was
dragged by a vehicle, in the 300 block of N
at St, Sunday

A woman reported an unknown man
entered her apartment, in the W0 Mock offlbdh
St. Sunday

A fight occurred, m the 200 Mock of N
Main St, Sunday

On Clough and Manville St, Matthew D
Heirendt, of West Virginia. w*» cited for speed.
Sunday

A woman was passed out in front of a bar
and transported to the hospital, in the 200 block
of N Main St, Sunday

On Manville and Scott Hamilton St. Ton!
Roth was cited for speed, Sunday

A man reported two men going through his
trash, in the 200 Mock of S College St. Sunday

A man found a bicycle under some bushes,
in the 2W Mock of State Rd , Sunday

A party was shut down, in the 200 block of
F Reed St. Sunday

On Manville and lebman St. Michael S
I.achman. of Eh/na, was cited for speed. Sunday

In the 400 Mock of E Wooster St, a fight
occurred between several people. Sunday
A man lost his wallet, on E. Wooster and S
Enterprise St, Sunday

The tire* of a woman*, vehicle were
slashed. <r> the MO block ol Campbill Mill K.I.
Sunday

On Thurstin Ave and Ridge St, a woman
ws assaulted as she was walking back to her
dorm, Sunday

A man reported his checkbook was stolen
lomi his vehicle, in the 2110 block ol N Main SI,
Sunday.

A woman was advised to keep the music
down, in the W0 Mock of N Enterpnar Si,
Sunday

In the.WO block of N Main St. a semi-truck
hit a vehicle, Sunday

A man was assaulted, in the 1600 Mock of
E Wooster St. Sunday
A woman reported a man was unwanted at
her residence, in the 1700 Mock of F Wooster
St, Sunday
A man found a bicycle, m the 1500 Mock of

Two males had then bicycles stolen Irom
their balcony, in the 200 block ol Mercer Rd .
Sunday
A girl, in the W0 block of Colony In. made
up a story that she was raped or attempting
suicide, because she war afraid she would get
mto trouble If she didn't go to a church function. Sunday

I
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Default rate falls below 10 r>ercentr
□ Student loan default
rate declines for the
first time.
The Associated Press
WASHINGTON
The
default rale on student loans fell
into single digits for the first
time, the Education Department
reported Monday, citing an
agency and congressional crackdown as well as an improved
economy.
The drop to a 9.6 percent
default rate for fiscal year 19%

was the sixth annual decline
since rates peaked at 22.4 percent
in 1990.
Congress passed legislation in
1990 and 1992 to crack down on
borrowers and trade schools
such as beauty colleges and
truck-driving
schools
that
promised more job training than
they delivered. And the country
began to pull out of a recession in
early 1991.
"The student loan program is
now a shining example of government providing opportunity
with accountability," President
Clinton said in a statement.
Stricter government controls

have eliminated more than 1,000
schools from the program, while
a better economy means "there
are jobs for those who finish college, so they can pay off their
loans," Clinton said.
The department noted that the
default rate has declined even
though the volume of loans has
risen dramatically, from about
$14 billion in 1992 to $38 billion
in the 1998 fiscal year. Because of
the volume, actual dollar savings
aren't as dramatic as they could
have been.
In 1991, for example, the
department had to repay $3.6 billion in default claims to lenders.

In fiscal 1998, the department
had to repay $2.8 billion.
The department was still compiling information on how much
money it was able to collect from
students who had defaulted, but
preliminary estimates show an
increase from $900 million last
year to $980 million this year.
A new higher education bill
approved by Congress will further streamline the program and
make it more accountable, said
Rep. Bill Goodling, R-Pa., chairman of the Education and Workforce Committee.
"Less time and money spent
on delinquent loans means more

time and money to help needy
students receive financial assistance," Goodling said.
Education Secretary Richard
Riley said current borrowers can
lessen the chance of default by
consolidating loans under a new
rate of 7.46 percent, made possible under the newly enacted
Higher Education Amendments
of 1998. The deadline for doing
so is Jan. 31,1999.
In its report Monday, the
department said 197,000 borrowers at 7,500 schools had defaulted on their loans. The highest
default rates were at the trade
schools, with an average of 18.2

Hereye! Hereye!

percent. The lowest default rater1
were at four-year colleges and
universities, at about 7 percent.
Even though the rate was the
highest at the 2,900 trade schools,
it was lower than in previous
years.
.
j
Although critical of using;
default rates to judge schools,
Omer E. Waddles, president of
the Career College Association,
the organization for trade;
schools, said "our schools are do
everything they can to make sure '■
that they reduce the default rates>
and provide the very best educa-'
tion they can to the students."

Annual
Halloween
celebration
downsized
□ Students plan to
protest Halloween
party restrictions.

The Associated Press

Associated Press Photo
Quintan Pleiffer, 2. of Eait Dubuquo, HI., plays King Arthur on his "horse", Duncan, during the fourth annual Dog-O-Ween contest.

Senator to hold hearings on CIA's new Middle East role
□ CIA expands monitoring role for anti-terrorist measures.
The Associated Press
WASHINGTON — The Senate
intelligence committee will hold
hearings on the CIA's mediating
and monitoring role in the Middle East land-for-security accord
to determine the cost of tracking
Palestinian anti-terror efforts and
whether American agents are at
risk.
Sen. Richard Shelby, R-Ala.,

the committee's chairman, said
Sunday he is troubled because
the CIA, under the agreement,
would play "a visible role."
"What is the role of the CIA?
Is it to enforce a policy? Is it to be
an arbitrator? b it to be bodyguards? I think not," Shelby said
on "Fox News Sunday." "I think
we have to look at this."
But
Secretary
of State
Madeleine Albright said the
agency is no stranger to providing on-the-ground intelligence
support to diplomacy.
"The CIA has played roles
previously in terms of monitoring and verifying other agree-

ments ... in the region," Albright
said on CBS's "Face the Nation."
She said the CIA has been fighting terrorism there since the 1996
anti-terrorism conference at
Sharm el-Sheikh, Egypt.
Meanwhile, White House
spokesman Barry Toiv said President Clinton telephoned King
Hassan of Morocco, Egyptian
President Hosni Mubarak of
Egypt and Crown Prince Abdullah of Saudi Arabia on Sunday
while on a political fund-raising
trip to California.
He said Clinton "explained
the benefits of the agreement to
both sides and he talked with

them lo build on the agreement
and on the partnership between
the Israelis and the Palestinians
by the Wye talks to create a new
atmosphere not only between the
two parties but also between
Israel and the wider Arab
world."
The three Arab leaders were
"overwhelmingly positive" in
their support, the spokesman
said.
Sen. Orrin Hatch, R-Utah, a
member of the intelligence committee, disagreed with Shelby's
apprehensions about expanding
the CIA's role. On CNN's "Late
Edition," Hatch said the spy

agency can play "a constructive
role in making sure that these
two sides get along and live up
to these agreements."
Under the US-brokered
agreement concluded Friday
between Israel and the Palestinians, the CIA would keep track of
Palestinian efforts to arrest and
punish terrorists as a way of
assuaging Israeli security concerns. The deal would create a
three-party mediation system in
which Palestinian and Israeli
security officials could present
disputes to a CIA arbiter.

ATHENS, Ohio — Ohio Uni-'
versity students planned to rally
Tuesday to protest university-'
placed restrictions on the city's!
annual uptown Halloween bash. •
Last Month, President Robert;
Glidden announced at a meetings
with student leaders that students living on campus will be
allowed just one visitor and no'
campus parking permits will be'
issued to visitors.
I
Last year, when visitation was>
unlimited,
30,000
people
crammed streets and 199 were
arrested.
The goal is to make Hal-,
loween safer, not end the traditional street party, said Student
Senate President Darien Moss.
"The intention was never toget rid of Halloween, the intention was just to scale it down,"
Moss said. "The difference
between one guest and two
guests can be 5,000 students.
That makes a huge difference in
residence halls."
Moss said students were
upset that guests staying in dormitories have to be preregistered
with Residence Life and present
identification wristbands, she
said.
They are also angry that less
than half of the 26 students that
met with Glidden lived on campus, she said.
Brian McNulty, assistant vice
president for university relations, said the cutting the number of visitors would help even
though most students live offcampus.
Ohio University has an enrollment of 19,100, with about 6,900
students living on campus.

Finding new ways to
provide prenatal care

□ A "mom van" is
touring around poorer
neighborhoods, offering prenatal care to
women.
The Associated Press

WASHINGTON — In a large
truck parked in one of the
nation's poorer neighborhoods.
Angel Brooks gazes ahead while
a nurse prods her belly in search
of tiny heartbeats.
The examining room is
cramped. Posters urging safe sex,
good nutrition and responsible
parenting crowd the walls. On
the other side of a folding door,
other health workers are counseling a new mother.
It's a "mom van," a prenatal
care truck that visits communi-

ties with high infant mortality
rates to offer pregnant women
free basic health screenings,
counseling and encouragement.
The people at Healthy Start,
part of the federal government,
figured that if women weren't
getting early prenatal care, then
prenatal care would come to
them.
The national infant mortality
rate continues to drop, according
to preliminary 1997 statistics
from the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention. It is now
at 7.1 infant deaths per 1,000 live
births, a 3 percent decline from
1996.
But the black infant mortality
rate was almost twice that at
13.7, although still a 7 percent
drop from 19%. '
And in the predominantly
black neighborhood
where
Brooks lives, where poverty and
teen-age pregnancy are common,

it's even higher — 17.4 in 19%.
Even that is an improvement
from 22.2 deaths per 1000 births
in 1991, when Healthy Start first
came to Washington and 14 other
cities as an experimental new
program to lower the infant mortality rate where it was highest.
Healthy Start has now
expanded to include over 70
local programs across the United
States and has $105 million in
federal grants for 1999, administered by the Department of
Health and Human Services.
Local and private money also
help support the programs.
"Even though our infant mortality rates are going down, the
disparity may suggest that we
are not meeting the needs of certain members of our community," said Dr. Thurma McCann
Goldman, national director of
Healthy Start.

Associated Press Photo
Shawnice Winslow, 19, of Washington, right, listens to her baby's heart beat with the help of CHu
Ibironk, a case worker on the Mommy Van, Tuesday.
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Falcons
content
with split
□ The Falcons forget
about 7-1 loss to the
Spartans.
By WILLIAM R.
SANDERSON
The BG News
While the score of BG's 7-1
loss to Michigan State looks pretty brutal the team seems to be
happy enough with bouncing
back against Ferris State the next
night.
Powers described the team's
overall mood to be a good one
this week.
"1 reviewed the tapes (of the
Ferris game) and thought we
dominated the game," Powers
said. "We did a good job breaking their counter attack and
forecheck and did the things we
need to do. After the game was
tied we responded. All those
things are good signs."
The team is now 3-2-1 overall
and 2-1-1 in the Central Collegiate Hockey Association.

In Michigan State the Falcons
faced one of the nation's best
teams. Even after tieing Ohio
State
on
Saturday,
MSU
remained in fifth place in both
the U.S. College Hockey On-line
poll and the USA Today/American Hockey Magazine poll.
Powers chalked the game up
to bad breaks.
"Things just broke bad for
Shawn (Timm)." Powers said.
"The game is on the line and we
are on the power play. We score
and it doesn't count and on the
same play they score. You just
move on."
Savard continues to look
good
Although Powers has refused
to name a starting goaltender
yet, Senior Mike Savard is making a strong case for himself.
Savard played solidly in the 21 win over Ferris. He made 24
saves on 25 shots.
The only goal scored against
Savard was the product of a twoon-one that he had no chance on.
Sophomore Shawn Timm and

BG News Photo/ JASON SUGGS
A Falcon icer Wet to keep the puck in the Ferris State zone during Saturday's 2-1 win over the Bulldogs,
and Chris Bonvie centered by
over the lead in scoring for the five.
Ryan Murphy.
Falcons.
Adam Edinger, Dennis
His goal in the Michigan State Four solid lines
game has increased his totals to
The forward lines that played Williams and Zach Ham make
three goals and four assists.
together this past weekend are up the third line.
Of the lines, the fourth line is
Dan Price is second on the likely to be together for the forethe least certain. Against Ferris
team with three goals and three seeable future.
The top line consists of right State, sophomore Stewart
assists.
Doug Schueller scored his wing Dan Price and left wing Nowosad and freshmen Austin
Valentine leads the scoring
In a week where BG was held team leading fourth goal against Craig Desjarlais centered by DeLuis and Ryan Wetterberg
accounted for the game winning
to three goals. Sophomore for- Michigan State. Adam Edinger Freshman Greg Day.
goal.
remains
the
top
assist
man
with
The
second
line
has
Valentine
ward Curtis Valentine has taken

Savard split the game against
Michgan State. Timm started and
was 11 for 15. Savard was 11 for
14.
Savard's record is now 2-0.
That includes a win against
Northeastern two weeks ago.

Playoffs are looming for BG
□ The Bowling Green
women's soccer team
is looking to improve
play and record with
only two games
remaining before the
playoffs.
By PETE STELLA
The BG News

BG New» Photo/ DENEVA COINS

Bowling Green sophomore defenseman Ashley Enser sprints
toward the ball, hoping to reach it before her opponent does.
The Falcons only have one Mid-American Conference game
remaining. BG (7-8-1, 4-4-1 MAC) plays Miami on Friday that
will determine its spot in the MAC playoffs.

With the playoff season less
than a week away, the Bowling
Green women's soccer team
faces Detroit Tuesday and MidAmerican Conference foe Miami
Friday to end the regular season.
The Falcons have already
clinched a MAC playoff berth,
but one or two wins this week
would help them in the final
standings. To finish in fourth
place, BG needs to defeat Miami
on Friday and hope that Kent
earns no more than two points in
its final two games.
The Falcons record stands at

4-4-1 in the
MAC and 7-81 overall after
the loss to
Michigan
State
last
week. BG is
confident
it
can finish the
season on a Tom Piccirilk)
positive note
despite the loss.
"The loss had no effect on the
playoffs and our hunt for a great
finish," coach Tom Piccirillo said.
"We need to get our confidence
and momentum up for these
games because they are very
important to us."
Two wins would also give the
Falcons the confidence that it
showed at the beginning of the
season.
"We have had a great season
and I hope we can finish it like
we began it," freshman forward
Tracy Gleixner said.
Junior forward/goalkeeper
Michelle Lisy made the start in
goal against Michigan State and
stopped nine shots for the Fal-
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cons.
I.isy
should get the
start in goal
Tuesday and
will continue
to help out the
struggling
defense and
goalkeeping.
"Lisy did a Ashley Enser
great job for us
in goal even though we lost,"
Piccirillo said. "If something is
working well, why change it?"
However, the loss to MSU was
only the beginning of the bad
news. Sophomore defenseman

Ashley Enser and freshmen
defenders Cari Combs and Leslie
Hepfinger - all Falcon starters left the game due to injury and
are questionable for this week's
games.
"We definitely need those
girls healthy for this week," Piccirillo said. "They are great playmakers for us and help bring the
team around when we need it."
MAC tournament play begins
Tues., Nov. 3 and the game sights
will be decided after this week's
play.

There's Always Something
New in Classifieds!

We Care, Do You?
Be a Welcome Week Leader

79%

Tom Piccirillo
women s soccer coach

.

We Care! We Care! We Care! We Care! We Care!

What MCAT course did
people who got into
medical school take ?

The loss had no effect on the playoffs
and our hunt for a great finish. We need to
get our confidence and momentum up for
these games because they are very
important to us."
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BASEBALL
BOSTON RED SOX-Dcclined lo exercise
their 1999 contract option on LHP Steve Avery
National League

■ Cross Country I

CHIC AGO CUBS—Promoted general manager Ed Lynch to vice president-general manager Named David Wilder assistant general
manager. Jim Hendry director of player development and scouting. Scott Nelson director of
baseball operalions and John StocksnU coordinator of scouting.

CC places in weekend invitational
The Bowling Green mens
cross country team competed in
the Eastern Michigan Invitaitonal this weekend. The top tinshers
for the Falcons were Rob Glatz
and Pat Carney. BG competes in
the MAC championship on Friday at BG.

TOLEDO, Ohio (AP) — Bowling Green tailback Steve Holmes
has been selected as the player of
the week in the Mid-American
CohfenAvcc
Holmes, a junior, had 220
rushing yards and a touchdown
on 27 attempts in a 42-21 victory.

Atlantic Division W

PH

CF

CA

Philadelphia

4

10

ia

New Jersey

3

6

NASHVILLE PREDATORS—Re-assigned
G Enc Fkhaud to Milwaukee of the IHL
Recalled G Tomas Vokoun from Milwaukee.

NY Islanders

3

6

NY Rangers

2
2

6
5

10
13
18
23

Pittsburgh

12
15
15
14
CF
26
17
15
17
14
CF
13
10
17
19

C INCINNAT1 MIGHTY DUCKS—Sent C
Matt Loen lo Madison of the AHL for a twoweek assigment
COLLEGE
SYRACUSE—Reinstated CB Ian Mclnlosh
to the football team.

Williams nears title
AUSTIN, Texas
Ricky
Williams needs to run for 444
yards in his remaining four games
to break Tony Dorset* s NCAA Division I career rushing record.
"I don'i play'for records," the
Texas running back said Monday,
'"I don't think about them when I
play. But if*I h'ave a big game and
break records, that is something I
can celebrate after the game."
Dorsett ran for 6,082 yards

The BG Newt *ill not ksowmrly accept idvcniscmcnu
MM. of riKoiaaJc diknmiiuuon ISMXU
my imliwdiul or gross oa Sir bam n( race. kti. cokv.
CSSSS. fdigk*. national nnfin. leiual nnentauon. duability, UJIUI as • veteran or oa tat nans ol any other
trrally protected uaiaa

IT'S HERE
ITS HERE
ITS HERE
The 1998 Key Yearbook is here
If you pre^rdered a book or would tike lo purchase one now. come lo 28 Wesl Hall (basement) Office hours are t-4 M-Th or can
3728086.

PERSONALS
AOII' AOII' AOII • AOII
Congratulations to our "Greek ol the Week"
Enn Waters and our "Geek ol ihe Week" Cortney Herman!
AOII' AOII' AOII • AOII

OPEN HOUSE ' WELLNESSCONNECTION
Come see the Wetlness Connoccon dunng our
open house on Thurs. Oct. 29 Irom 3:00 p m. •
5 30pm in Room 170 Heal th Corner
Refreshments win be served
See you there!
Ouestions?Ca«372-WELL (9355)
OPEN HOUSE ' WELLNESS CONNECTION

CAMPUS EVENTS

AOII' AOII' AOII' AOII
Congratulations to Shannon Harnson for being
selected as Historian lor me Inter-Greek New
Member Council! Great robl
AOII' AOII' AOII' AOII
BGSU DANCE TEAM ' BGSU DANCE TEAM
What are you doing for parent's weekend?
Come support the Oanoi Team and 6uy a Parent Day football ticket in the Union foyer. AH
this week l Donations welcome.
BGSU DANCE TEAM ' BGSU DANCE TEAM

SERVICES OFFERED

'AMA'AMA'AMA-AMA'
American Ma/noting AssoctaBon
FORMAL MEETING

Tuesday. OcL 27 7 00pm
BA10I0
NFO flatMKh
■AMA'AMA'AMA-AMA'
Be a kwdsf i Be • helper' Be a Inendi
Be a RESIDENT ADVISOR!"
It's a great way to meet new people, gain practical »k*:i.» haw tun in it* process.
Applications will be given out at the following Information sessions:
Sun.. Nov. 1 Harshman Commumry Rm
8:00pm
Mon.. Nov 2 Proul lsllloor Lounge 4:00pm
Tue , Nov. 3 Kreischer 9 o'clock dining room.
8:30pm
Wed.. Nov. 4 T15EducaoonBldg8 00pm
Thur, Nov. 5 Mac Counlrynde Rm 9 30pm

Changing Times Tanning & Hair Salon
is having a one lime tanning special!
Buy as many sessions as you warn, and
lor every 10 sessions you buy. receive
a $5.00 in store credit"
Expires 10707/98
Changing Times
i6t6Easl Woosler
Phone 3542244

BGSU DANCE TEAM ' BGSU DANCE TEAM
What are you doing lor parent's weekend?
Come support the Dance Team and buy a par.
enrs day tootball ticket in the Union Foyer All
this week' Donations welcome
BGSU DANCE TEAM ' BGSU DANCE TEAM

Learn guitar Jason Quick Freelance Musician/instrucior with masters degree from
BGSU. For more into contact creative arts
p/ogiam 372-8177.
Pregnant' Free pregnancy tesls
Confidential A caring.
354 4673 BG Pregnancy Center.

Wed.Oct 28-9:15103BA
Student Internship Panel
FREEPIZZAi

Do you want to get
involved or help
with the election?

♦

Check out
COLLEGE DEMOCRATS
Tuesdays, 9pm in
BA117

A

BaB
Truck and Auto Repair
10% Discount

Montreal

3

Boston

3

Ottawa

3

Buffalo

2

11
7
7
6
5

Southeast DivialonW

ft.

Washington

3

e

Florida

2

7

Carolina

2

7

Tampa Bay

3

7

Halloween Fun!

I Other activities at
I off-campus student center

J

Internet
Direct

CA
19
14
14

3 Kansas State (5) 7-0

16

7 Nebraska

15
CA
10
II
15
23

8 Wisconsin
9 Texas A*M
10 Perm State
11. Georgia

1.453
1.412
1.402
1,274
1733
1.134
1.130
1,018
1008

4. Tennessee (1)

• Transmission Work
• Brakes
13040 Bisirop RfJ
B&B
Bowling Gieen. OH
353-2526
lathee.
Free Towing if we •a i7i
do the |ob!
fjftnniD

I BGSU

I {Wr.7

$15 per
month

Try us Totally Free for 30 Days!

i- i lortdi

H-4Tlr.il l-IIUKI

College tuition high, public money low
ErsrsKe in Ohio raise tuition

lI/MrTHEIt - «* O*.* i. ■ wnri.tft.fr

bm ihM ~Kt raw rwo vt.r

I«*M UUI

ANOTHER REASON TO VOTE DEMOCRATIC
Paid lor by If* Wood Courtly Damocratic Party. Alton Ft. Baldwin. Chair / P.O. So. 70?, Bowling Cirtn. OH 434O2-O707 (Ta) 119.352.52W)

"i

|

,zsr%ttT&t& j&tfsmtt&l

0-N CtMral «*>■ U-«mwH.

1
2
1
4

5
6'
7

8
10
9
II
12

806

14

14. Virginia

6-1

739

15
16
20
21-

CF

CA

15 Anzona

7-1

709

21

12

16 Notre Dame

5-1

19
17
15

19
16
22

17 Virginia Tech

..1

521
471

18. Tulane

6-0

451

19 Syracuse

4-2

424

22

Northwest DivisionW

Pts

CF

CA

20. WeM Virginia

4-2

13

Vancouver

8

19

21. Missoun

5-2

Edmonton

6

21

22. Michigan

5.2

179

Calgary

5

19

23. Air Force

6-1

Colorado

3

24. Georgia Tech

M.

Pacific Division

Pts

25 Colorado

6-2

170
153
143

Ulll.lv
Los Angeles
Phoenix
Anaheim

11
8
5
5
2

16
CF
19

14
19
25
24
CA
11
17
11
11
18

318
302

Chicago

4

St Louis

3

Nashville

1

STIJOSC

IT'S HERE
ITS HERE
ITS HERE
The 1998 Key Yearbook is here.
It you pre-ordered a book or would like lo purchase one now, come to 28 West Hall (basement). Office hours are 1-4 M-Th or cal
372-8086
KKG'Kappa Sfl'KKG
Thank you lo our wonderful Tnke Race coaches Joe Hanalord. Jason Harris, and Sean Allen We had so much luni
KKG'Kappa Sifl'KKG
OPEN HOUSE ' WELLNESS CONNECTION
Come see the WeHness Connecson dunng our
open house on Thurs Oa 29 Irom 3:00 pm 5 30 p.m. m Room 170 Health Center.
Refreshments will be served.
See you thero1
Questions? Call 372-WELL (935S)
OPEN HOUSE ' WELLNESS CONNECTION

17
12

II
10

Wednesday's at KAMIKAZE'S
Karaoke with Rich M cheis
Irom 10-2

I?

XO XO X0 XO
The sisters ol Chi Omega would like to thank
the brothers of Sigma Alpha Epsion for fie'
Htgh Society tea last Thursday We had a
blast i

WITCH STORE?? Well, yes Taroi. Crystals.
Incense, Oils. Candles. Books, and other items
for your mind and body. ALTERNATIVES. 131
W Wooster St. 352-7333

There's Always Something New in Classifieds!
FRONT & CENTER

READ
THEBG
NEWS
DAILY

with Jocelyn & Tami

Thursday's al KAMIKAZES
Dtmers Irom 79 pm
Dollar pitchers all night long

USMC OFFICER PROGRAMS
College Students Alt Majors
Summer internship al Officer Candidate
School-NO school year requirements
Now accepting applications
Call 1-800-892-7318

N

WITCHESS BALL WITCHES "S BALL
Big costume party ,n ft* big basement of.
AlternativesCostume contests Preview of
Alternatives coming Vegetarian Restaurant!
Drum circle-bring rhythm instruments if ya got
'em. Mm psychic readings. Did we mention
great food7 Tickets of 2 50 at Alternatives-, 31 W. Woosler 352-7333 or 3 00 at the
doorlets you m on Oct 31st for ail this from
9pm 'til the wee hours!

We're ready to be loving patents. Eager to
adopts baby. Our family can give a child a lifetime ol happiness, security and most importantly, love Call --600-637-7999 anytime Diana
and Tom.
^___

PSYCHICRoadmgs 8 Astrology. Also goods
for Heaiih-Consoous. Pagan. Wiccan a other
Alternative living ALTERNATIVES. 131 W
Wooster St here in BG 352 7333

18

Other, r
Texas Tech 112, Washington 63,
Marshall 54, LSU 46, Texas 46. Miami 41. Wyoming 38, Colorado State 14, Kentucky 11. Southern California III
sippi State 8. Central Florida 7, North Carolina 4, Mtssissip-.
pi 2. Miami tOhiol I, Southern Mississippi 1
'

Visit tho Rod Crost btoodmobile. Oct. 26
through Oct. 29, 11 am-5fyn in the Grand Ballroom. Student Union. Free tood and raffles
da.iy.

and
Special Guest Host

Vince Guerrieri:
Tuesday 6-8 pm
WBGU 88.1 FM
Call us at 372-2826

This Week.
ElectionPreviewNighl
we have all the info you need
on your local candidates^,

A stroke can
change your life
forever

(5)

• & inch, plastic pomkin or witch hat
• Glow in the dank hockey mask
• Halloween Glitter make up
• Halloween lip and nail set
• Halloween face crayons
• Halloween candy assortments
• Toddlers 3-6x costumes
Kids Popular character costumes
Kids fabric halloween costu

I LUBE/OILyFILTER ^
I & TIRE ROTATION

Higher ed's free-fall
**- ^l

891
808

13. Oregon

HAIR NAILS TANNING

352-6459
•••***•**•
I Keep ynur Summer Ian all year |

10 Visits -S30.00
18 Visits • only $40.00
25 Visits - only $50.00

# FALL**
SAVINGS*

www.BGHost.com

- Our Local News Tells The REAL Story ...

HZtZ^ZS^rZ

SIM

12. Arkansas

"Trie 6cst design team in BG*

Prices good through Oct 31st/

True high-speed 56K v.90 dial-up • Unlimited Access •
Email Account • Uncensored Newsgroups • Local BG
Company • iPass Roaming Service • Exclusive BGMail Service • 2-1 user/modem ratio • No setup fees!
354-HOST

6-0

5 Florida

*most vehicles

• Low Shop Rates
• Engine Service

4-0

HALLOWEEN
HEADQUARTERS

I Wednesday, October 28th
I 6pm—o,pm
' See hall schedules for rimes

1 _

1.543

2. UCLA (1)

ITTCTWrr^MTn

and

! Sponsored by RSfl

1 Ohio Stale (55) 7-0

18

10
9
7
3

5

Uptown has changed New music format. New
low prices. Thurs.. fit,, Sat. J.25 draft. *T
mixed dnnks, $1.50 piichers 8 $1 00 Natty Bottles No cover ol age Aller 11 00. $1 00 under
age

INTRAMURAL ENTRIES DUE BY 3PM W 130
PERRY FIELD HOUSE OCT 28 M 8 W SIN
GlES RACOUETBALL: NOV 3-CO-REC
WALLYBALL

The Top Twenty Five teams in the USAiTooVrjP&N
1
- tball poll, with lirM place votes in parentheses.
rvc.rd-. through Oct 24, total points bssed on 25 points foe
a first-place vote through one poult for a 25th plsot vaff
and previous ranking:
Pv
Record

Pts

Detroit

CRUELTV-FREE Health & Beauty aids. Candles. Crystals. Incense. Books. Music and
moroi At ALTERNATIVES. 131 W. Woosler in
BG! Home ol the WITCHES' BALL' Call
35? 7333 lor into'

i Trick or Treating

• Oil Change $19.99'

5

Tuesdays at KAMIKAZt'S
swing coming

Typing Services ollered 353 1299

w/ Student ID

Pis

Toronto

Campus World Travel. Spring Break Travel:
Panama City $i99rweek. Cancun $349rair
included. Jamaica »459'a.' included Cal
3527889

Friday's and Saturday's
at KAMIKAZE'S
80's and 90's dance

See what's new
in the news!!

Criminal Justice Organization

Northeast DlvUlonW

WESTERN CONFERENCE
Central Division W

while playing for Pittsburgh from
1973-1976. averaging 5.66 yards a
carry.
Williams, a senior and leading
Heisman Trophy candidate, has
rushed for 5.639 yards, averaging
6.43 yards a carry.
He already has nine NCAA
records, including career rushing
touchdowns (69). career total TDs
|71) and career points scored by
nonkickers (428).
Williams has had 24 100-yard
games.

The Associated Press

372-6977

■71

National Hockey League

USA Today/FSPN Top 25

CHICAGO BLACKHAWKS— Recalled RW
Craig Mill*

American Hockey League

NEW YORK METS— Agreed to terms with

Classified
Ads

???'s -call Sarah al
372-6382

EASTERN CONFERENCE

WASHINGTON CAPITALS—Recalled C
James Black from Chicago of the IH1.

11 S ANGELES DODGERS—Declined to
exercise their 1999 contract options on RHP
Ramon Martinez and OF-INF Jim Eisenreich

The BG News

L

HOCKEY

TAMPA BAY LIGHTNING—Assigned C
John Cullen to Cleveland of the IHL.

COLORADO ROCKJES—Declined to exercise their 1999 contract option on C Kirt Manwaring.

■ MACBHBaHHBI

Holmes player of
the week in MAC

National Hockey League

C Mike Piazza on a seven-year contract.

American League

complied from wire sources

1

STANDINGS

15

Located at corner of
Ridge & Thurstin

Tuffy

Auto Service
*. Centers ■

0»r M* LMSliffU KctMRlrf* «

Q

m

LIFETIME WARRANTED

LIFETIME WARRANTED

BRAKE PADS & SHOES;

MUFFLERS

50% » 50%asv
I
i
i

$1 C95

«->■>» r i

I u^vwmnittMMiHlittnlianMli

Ifiolimul braW »y*m napwaan. mrtan lam war •" | S»H on ouiconiiMinnnlwyol nc quaMy. Ifcoro
RptMKi MM banwgi and flut*t«w r*an>
pa«i
, J^T^T^:5rs^^i«'i*Wr.»»™i
I -™jdim««-i»lt..•»!«>»■««.
S»^-r •«•»< pad* a*d Wacaawat

| -IB ^eTother otters

I _i_

Includes: rjd filter od cTmngt <rth up to b quarts d

,j^.

"_'^'_-'i.'^.;l _ _ L - - 1 _ _ _ 1 _ L. _ - 4

BOWLING GREEN • 353-2444 • 1087 S. MAIN STREET
NEXT TO PIZZA HUT, NORTH OF RT. 6

HOURS: MON. • FRI. 8inv6pm • SAT. 8am-4pm

BRAKES • EXHAUST • SHOCKS • STRUTS • ALIGNMENT • SUSPENSION • CV JOINTS

page 10

The BG News
IMMEDIATE NEED FOR EXPERIENCED
PAINTER PART-TIME TEMPORARY. Enter
ior A interior Contact Tom at Veda Home
Company 354-5020

WANTED
2 sublUMfs needed for spring semestar ?
WJmv, 1 1/2 bath furn api $520vmo Contact
GfeqofKenai353 235S
Couple w' eOib dog seehmo, an apt or house
w/ yard Can aMord SSOOVmonih or loss Call
Karyn or Justin @ 3S3-S266.
Looking tor female roomate Spacious 2 bdrrti
api Closa to campus Please call 354 4435
SUBLEASER NEEDEDSp'.ng semester to'
spacious 1 bedroom apt S340/mo. p.
tie*. Call 353 6389

HELP WANTED
$1500 weekly potential madtng ou< c I
For intocall 203 319-280?
ASSEMBLERS Excellent, income
lo assemble products at home
info 15-4 646-1700DEPT OH6255
Babysitter needed immed 2-3 early mornings
per week References 353 9907
Babysitter needed Mon'8. 7.30am 530pm >n
our home Non-smoker good re'. willing to
transport children to events 3 boys ages 5. 3.
&5mo 4-.9-661 9139
BLAKELV CARE CENTER has a pa/t-nme re
liel cook position available 1-7.30pm shift, and
a pan-time dietary aide position open
4- 730pm shift. Musi be willing to rotate weekends. Hourly attendance bonus. 90 day wage
increase, and annual wage increase offered.
Please apply in person 8am 2pm. Blakefy Care
Center. 600 Sterling Dr.. North Baltimore. OH
45872
Horse stable help wanted part-time MUST
have prior horse experience. 10 miles from BG
353-2619 Leave a message tor Peggy

Newtove Realty Rentals
*2llwVH:slRccd. IBclr.btj

rni|i'(im.5.».vmiiih.

*524 6lhSI.Apl.#3.2Bdr.
Frrr gas tx.it. water, and
sewer Avail, in DarmlxT
$500/innlh.
* l27S.riain. Beautiful
ffk ieiu i) located Down* nvn,

IMMEDIATE NEED FOR EXPERIENCED
BABY SITTER weekends. Fall quarter only.
Ctfl Debate at 354 so?0
Local Goodwill store looking lo hire FT and PT
Head Cashier with prior cashier experience
and supervisory experience preferred, FT
Household Sorter; and PT person to do hgm
duty janitorial and loading,unloading trucks
Competitive wages, thorough training and
benefits available Stop m today and see Lisa
at 1058 N Mam St.. Bowling Green. OH FOE
Local manufacture' has immediate openings
tor dependable, hard working individuals Ap
p.y between 8am-3pm 20584 Long Judson
Rd . Weslon OH
ORDER
ENTRY
Seasonal

M.75-J7 25
H>ckory Farms is now hiring full and part-time
seasonal Order Entry personnel to input orders
intoour order processing system Positions are
open now through December on day. evening
and third shift, during the week and on week
ends $75 per hour atl
on third
t% basic computer and typing
skills P
'--o open for customer
service and Oer^cai personnel Attendance m
centives. generous employee discount, ana
professional supen/.s-on Apply in person at
our corporate offices Mon-Fn f'om
9 00aiW00prr SATURDAYS 10 00am to
2:00pm Hickory Farms. iS05 Htflana Rd .
Maumee.OH43'.'
Paid Marketing Internships
Campus Street Reps Wanted
To market and promote
animalhouse.com, the ultimate
online college community F_" .
at campus@animai house com o* cat
800 254 8433
11250
FUNDRAISER
Credit Card fundraiser for student
organizations You've seen ptfier
groups doing it. now it's yoc* I
One week is an it takes
NO gimmicks. NO tricks.
NO obligation Can for
"■ation today
1-800 9320528 J 65
www ocmconcepts com

Rentals

SPRING BREAK 991
Cancun * Naaaau ' Jamaica ■ Mazatlan '
Acapulco ' Bahamas Cruise ' Florida '
South Padre Travel Free and make lots ol
Cash!
Top raps are ottared fulMime staff Jobs
Lowest price Guaranteed. Call now tor datails ! www.classtravel.com BOO 838-6411
SPRING BREAK PLAN NOW'
Cancun. Jamaica. Mazatlan.
AS Padre FreeMeais&Frce
Pa'des Campus sales reps
wanted. Earn free trips • cash

'89 Toyota Tercel 2-door, auto trans. 97K.
AC $2000 CaH 419 878 6498

"99-00 SY * 2nd sem Lease W
Houses and Apts
Listing Avail. 316 E Merry ff3
Can mail listings
Please can 353-0325

1988 Ford Bronco II XI1. 69,000 mi. auto.
powor windows and doors. CD player 4-wheel
drive S3200 Call 352 8595

1 bedroom apt avail lor rent Starting spring
semester. $325/mo. utilities included Call
immediately lor dotaJs 354 0316

AAAA.1 Early Specials1 Panama City" Room
with kitchen $129' Includes 7 Free Parties'
Daytona $149 New Hotspot South Beach
$129' Cocoa Beach $u9* spnngbreaktravelcom 1-800-676-6386

i Im sol. needed for beautiful 3 bdm. home on
E. Woosier Immediately or spring sem
353 9271 StephH.

AAAA*' Early Specials* Cancun & Jamaica* 7
mghts Air & hoiel From $399* Includes Free
food. Drinks, Parties1 sprmgbreaktravel com
1 800 678 6386

welcome 353 5074

AAAA*' Early Spring Break Specials' Baha
mas Party Cruise16 Days $279* Includes Most
Mea's' Awesome Beaches. Nightlife' Departs
from Florida1 sprmgbreaktravel com
1 800 678 6386.
AAAA*1 Spring Break Travel was i ol 6 small
businesses in the US recognized by tho Council ol Better Business Bureaus for outstanding
ethics m the marketplace' spnngbreak
travel com 1 800 678 6386
Futon frame and denim cushion
$200 Call Beth@ 352 6716
Hewlett-Packard color printer
354 7159

1 800.SURFS.UP
www studentexpress com
VarsityBooks.com
seeks student managers to direct on campus
operations lor rapidly growing e-commerce
business. This paid pan-time position is ideal
lor innovative, highly motivated, exceptionally
br-ght go-getters who want to prove experience
isn't everything. Call 202-256-6048 lor more
mfo

1 mo old

2BDHM turn apt dose to camput
Includes utilities, grad students

2 bdrm. furnished apts
352 7454
1st. 99

Owner (Hueni m Spanish) will share large lurn
house in BG with 2 students Prefcred grad
students, exchange students, professors
Large bedrooms. 2 wood burning fireplaces
laundry, kitchen, large wooded property $300
incl aB utilities Avail Jan 352-5523. leave
message after 8 OQpm
^^^^
Subleaser or leasers ASAP for ig 1 bdrm apt
Lots of closet space $340/mo plus elec Call
352-1516

American Mean

Get off it. Exercise.

A»\*K-|illHil

o

Nutritional Supplements
Brand names, besi prices
Omega Nutrition Supply
1419)868 9184
Yamaha keyboard, nearly new. MIDI compatiWew'accesories 8 software $575 353 3437

Find It In
The BG News!
No Cover
Mon/Tue
Wed
18 and
Over

rlphday

110 North Main Street
419-352-9222
j

Gen's Hallmark

Tuesday
Country til 1:00
Dance Music 1:00
til close
Wednesday TD] Request Night
with 0'Malley

Sunday Full Liquor License
Open Dates for your Fraternity $ Sorority Parties
MAKE RESERVATIONS NOW

Apply in person at the University Pizza Outlet
and/orCommons Bakery. Ask for the managers.

'^AaY

840S.Main

10% Discount with student La every Wednesday.
10am - 9pm Mon - Sat
12 Noon - 5pm Sun

i

BjpftriQa

Largest Vegetarian
Menu in Town!

beginning base pay
WUSU is $5.70 per hour

Apartment living NOT
what you expected?

Frozen Drink
Specials

fy*M\

K*»*.:««S«« k-,co r»ou

• call now for Spring and Summer leasing
• utilities included
• space available immediately
• no rent payments during school breaks
• semester leases
• close to campus
• on-site laundry facility

Grad sludent t bedroom apt $2/5 mo * Mil
Close to Univ 352-2267
oaser needed Own room w washer
and dryer uniis Availabe immed or Sp* se
mester $i86/mo * util Call Carrie @
352 4136

2 bdrm apt . 2 Ml baths. 1-4 suWsrs . spring
semester Close to campus $550/mo Ca«
353 1284
_^__™_

2 bedroom apt lor rent. Start Jan
Rent negotiable 352 6627

217 South College- 1.8 blocks from Hanna
Hail. 3 BR House, tenants pay all ufl. sec
dep.$5?5/mo Available immediately.
For more Information or to sign a lease,
contact Arbor Enterprises al 354-2854
Locally owned and managed

Ibanez 7 string electric gjitar Mint condition
$1200 or best offer witn case Call Chad @
3^3 0242

= 1 -4a.m. workshift
DINING

Wanted Grad Student to sublease nice, one
bedroom apt $350inonth Call 352 5643 or
353-3295
.

$150. OBO

laanmha Btoww
UNIVERSITY

SUBIFASCHS WANTED' 724 6th Takeover
whole lease al $500/mo. til May. Call
3525099

10" 250 watt floor subwoofer $200 OBO
2 3 way stereo speakers »t50 OBO
Call 353 2168 lor details

Work at the Union Pizza Outlet
or Commons Bakery
between the hours of 1 -4a.m.
and receive 50c more per hour!

VISIT OUR NEW WEBSITE:

NEWI9VE

Spring Break "99-Sell inps. earn cash & go
tree111 Student Travel Services is now hiring
campus reps/group organizers lowest rates
IO Jamaica.
Mexico. & Florida
Call
1 ■800-648-4849.

Subleaser needed Haven House Apartments
Close to campus Call Jeremy 352-1476

FOR RENT

Dining Service
Workers Needed

hltpy/wwwjv>v1overeoltg.com

352-5620

RETAIL-Management positions available at
local Goodwill store Retail experience with su
pennsory experience a must We oiler competi
live wages and benefit options Must be able to
work flexible hours, including n«ghts. week
ends, and holidays Send resume to Goodwill
Industries ol Northwest Ohio. Inc.. P O Box
336. Toledo. OH. 43697. ATTN Rebecca Hil
ion EOE.

I

menis

FOR SALE

- Attention BGSU Students -

mvmnm.

332 South Main Street
(our only office)

Part-time Student Employment
Are you looking lor part-time employment of 15
nours plus per week within walking distance to
BGSU campus? Interested m working various
unskilled jobs in assembly, packaging, etc ?
Rate ol pay is $5.15 per hour. Apply m person
between the hours of 9 00am and 5:00pm
(Mon-Fn) at Advanced Specialty Products.
Inc 428 Ctough St BG OH 43402

Tuesday, October 27, 199'

fe§IS*Ifel
CUSTOMER
APPRECIATION DAY!
BOWLING GREEN
112 MERCER & WOOSTER

354-6500

PRIME RIB

SEAFOOD

354-6500

THANK YOU!
THANK YOU!

X
f STOP

X
THANK YOU!
,N!
X THANK YOU!

©

WEDNESDAY.

Call Newman Housing

OCTOBER 28th

for details on hassle-free living!

F jr i ii \ i

. ,■ ■

s i r i

K

i- \ t

WOOSTER

354-2191

^l&I^O*

Piizq? grg Rqgdy-to-Qol

n
m

with Cheese

with Pepperoni

STEAK HOUSE

FALL 1999 Leasing
Starts Mon. Nov 2

16.1 Si.uihM.nn SIKH Bowling Oreen

152 2S9J

1 MEDIUM $2§9
No substitutions

$349

Round pizzas onry Limit 4 pros v»*d at tn.s Little Caesars location only
Carryoul only Sorry no ram chechs

Fall 1999 Lists Now Available
• 808 & 81 8 N. Enterprise
• New Frazee (451 & 4 24) Ave. Apartments
• Frazee Ave. Apartments
• Columbia Court Apartments
• East Merry Ave. Apartments
• Field Manor Apartments
• Mercer Manor Apartments
• Rdge Manor Apartments
• Campbell Hill Apart ment s
• Plus Many Other Locations

Help Wanted

Management Inc.
Nl W NKW NI-.W NhW
HiMsdalcApU- l.2&3bdrm» Avail Jan
Slh. 1999 1082 Fairvicv.-unique IWr
designs, carpons

V^ STEAIHOME

*

Rcnls350-900/mo-uliK
CJII 353->800

"SALLOOM
Management Inc.
2ISE Pi* Rd-lbdnnlKvetgrecn \pi, i

GREENBRIAR, INC.
352-0717

)H M
(Ms l/.'j'

vcr> spaciiHR. Liundrs on sue rcnl starts
at 340/mo *elec Avail Jan 5th, I999

Call:

215 f I'ue Rd -Studios

Call 353-5KOO

Management Inc.

111-7117

GREENBRIAR, INC.
Hours
224 E. Wooster
Monday - Friday 9 a.m. - 5 p.m
Bowling Green, OH 43402
Sarurday 9 a.m. - 1 p.m

Come in today to pick
up your Fall Listings
I

(Evergreen Apts (.laundry on site, utils
included in the rent-Avail Jan 5th 1999

Saturday oct -,,
Ste

«s at 10.00 pm

.

H

I

or apply in person
5630
Airport Highway
Toledo
\

Rent starts al 230/mo
Call 353-5800

AfEfcCA
Management Inc.
lor complete listings-)leases Mnktj
Jan. 1999 or Spring/Fall! 1999-2000)
slop by our office al 1045 N. Main
St. or call 353-5800. Also check us
out on the vscb.
www.vvcnel.org/--mccca

I.

